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Abstract 
Topological cyclic homology serves as an approximation to algebraic K-theory. It is more 
accessible to calculations, but how well does it reflect the structural properties of K-theory? 
In addition to confinality, resolution and finite products which have been previously discussed 
for topological Hochschild homology, this paper addresses localization and Devissage. Its main 
result is a Devissage theorem and a “vanishing of nil-terms” result for topological Hochschild 
homology and topological cyclic homology. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 19D55, 16D19, 18D99, 13F05, 55P47 
Topological cyclic homology (TC) was developed in order to have an approximation 
of algebraic K-theory which was more accessible to calculations. A number of results 
have appeared showing that the approximation is as good as could have been hoped 
for, and that TC is indeed more approachable than K-theory. For an overview with 
references, see Madsen’s survey article [9]. 
However, the cyclotomic trace K + TC is not an equivalence, and it is of interest 
to gauge the structural differences between K-theory and TC. This is a particularly 
appealing question in the setup of [3] where both tinctors are functors of exact cate- 
gories. What K-theory lacks in computational accessibility, it makes up for by means 
of a number of fundamental theorems. Apart from the resolution theorem and cofinality 
proven in [3], the most important properties of Quillen’s K-theory is localization and 
Devissage. Localization in this sense is false for THH for trivial reasons, but we will 
show that a version of the Devissage theorem still applies both to THH and TC. The 
picture is thus (* means somewhat weakened): 
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K-theory theorem TC THH 
Cofinality Yes Yes 
Resolution Yes* Yes* 
Localization No No 
Devissage Yes* Yes* 
Respects finite products Yes Yes 
Cofinality, resolution and finite products are treated in [3] for THH. The first and 
last via special homotopies (see [3, 1.5]), and so the proofs extend to TC. In the first 
section we show how resolution extends to TC. On the list thus remains the negative 
localization and the affirmative Devissage. 
Theorem 1 (Devissage). Let Z? be a small abelian category, and let (5 be a full sub- 
category closed under taking subobjects, quotient objects andjmite products. Assume 
there is an endofunctor F : X3 + 3 respecting jinite products, and natural transfor- 
mations ye : F 4 1 consisting of monomorphisms with quotients in obK Furthermore, 
assume that for every object d E oblT) there is a number N such that F applied N 
times on d is the zero object, then 
TC(S6; p) E TC(SI); p) 
and likewise for THH. 
This should be compared with the usual Devissage theorem in [lo, Theorem 41. Our 
version is somewhat limited as it applies only to filtrations coming from successive 
applications of the functor F, but this is good enough for our applications, namely to 
torsion modules of Dedekind domains, and in the proof of 
Theorem 2 (Vanishing of nil-terms in TC). Let 6 C 3 be a resolving subcategory of 
an abelian category (see Definition 1.4). Assume that for any d E ob3 there exist an 
exact sequence 
O+c,+c,-, +...4c1 +co-+d-+O 
in 3 with all the ci E ob6. Then 
TC(S(Nil(6)); p) rv TC(S(Nil(3)); p) pv TC(S’D; p) E TC(SQ p) 
and likewise for THH. 
In particular, this shows that the “nil-terms” vanish for TC and THH of a regular 
and coherent ring. Regular means that finitely presented modules have finite projective 
dimension, and coherent means that the finitely presented modules form an abelian 
category. (Another use of the term “regular” is that all finitely generated modules 
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should have finite projective dimension, and this implies regular and coherent in our 
sense, but not conversely.) 
The Localization theorem does not seem to have any good analog for topological 
cyclic homology. Even for rings of characteristic p the localization fiber sequence of 
K-theory does not remain a fiber sequence if we apply TC( -; p) to it. However, we 
still have a splitting of TC of the projective line over a ring A, into two copies of 
TC(A; p) as in [lo]. 
Most of the results in this paper holds equally well for THH and TC, though we 
state them only for TC. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the many helpful conversations with Marcel Bokstedt. 
This paper builds on [3], and many of my views on these matters were formed during 
the enjoyable cooperation with Randy McCarthy. 
1, Preliminaries 
For any linear category 6, recall the definition of THH(6) [3, 1.3 and 1.2.31. The 
topological Hochschild homology carries a cyclic structure and for any prime p we 
define the topological cyclic homology 
TC(E; p) = holJm 1 THH((I)Icpn, 
9(P) 
where g(p) is a category whose objects are the powers of p, and with two commuting 
morphisms R = 4, F = i : pnfl + p” (see e.g. [3, 1.5.31). 
For any exact category 6, let SC be Waldhausen’s construction, [ 111, yielding a sim- 
plicial exact category whose homotopy groups are Ki_l(6), i > 1. Recall that for a split 
exact category Q we have equivalences 
QTC(S6; p) 1: TC(E; p) 
[3, Proposition 2.1.31, and that for a unital ring A we have equivalences 
TC(%; p) N TC(A; P> 
[3, Proposition 2.1.51. 
An important feature of the model where we have incorporated the S construction 
is that it satisfies additivity: Let di : &CI +S1cS.=CC for i=O,1,2 be the face maps in 
the S construction (di sends c2 H cl --n CO to ci), then do x d2 : S& -+ (1. x Ci induces 
an equivalence 
do x dz 
TC(S&Q p) - TC(S; p) x TC(S6; p). 
We give an easy example showing how this may be useful. 
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Flasque rings. A flasque additive category [S], is an additive category 6 on which there 
exists an endofunctor r : Ci + Cr. such that there is a natural isomorphism t 2 r @ 1. 
Proposition 1.1. If& is a jasque additive category, then TC(S6; p) Y THH(S6) N *. 
Proof. Let 8 : (5. -+ &K be the functor sending c E o&X to c 4 c @ z(c) + r(c) (no twist- 
ing), where r is an endofunctor making (5. flasque. Consider the two composites 
THH(S6) L 7Hqsyy (ss,a) A THH (Sc5:) 
THH(SC) x THH(SQ, 
where 4 is the loop sum of the two maps induced by the two functors 6 + S& sending 
an object c to c = c --t 0 and 0 -+ c = c. The upper composite is induced by r @ 1 “z, 
whereas the lower is the sum of the maps induced by the identity and r. The middle 
triangle commutes up to homotopy by additivity, and so we get that the identity on 
ZYfH(SB) is homotopic to the constant map. Likewise for TC. 0 
A ring A is said to be flasque if there is a nontrivial finitely generated projective 
module 112 such that m @A 2 A. This is equivalent to $!A being flasque in the above 
sense [8]. 
Corollary 1.2. If A is a jlasque ring, then TC(A; p) Y THH(A) N *. 
In particular, if A is any ring, the cone CA is flasque. The same is true if we choose 
an infinite-dimensional vector space V, and consider the ring End(V). 
The equivalence criterion. Let X be a finite pointed set. For any c E ob& we let 
c @ z[X] simply mean the sum exEX_* (c) of c with itself over all elements X dif- 
ferent from the basepoint. Let &x(6) be the exact category with objects (c, u) with 
c E obB and v : c + c @ 2$-Y] a map in 6 (or what amounts to the same thing: an en- 
domorphism a, E End(c) for each x EX different from the basepoint) (see [3, 2.31). 
A morphism from (c, u) to (d, w) in RX(~) is an f : c + d E (5 such that (f @ id)u = wf 
(or equivalently fvX = w,f for all x # *). 
Then we have: 
Lemma 1.3 (Equivalence criterion for TC). Let F: CL + 3 be an exact jiinctor 
inducing a weak equivalence S&X(~) + S&x:x( 9) f or any jinite pointed set X. Then it 
induces a weak equivalence 
TC(SK; p) + TC(S9; p). 
Proof. By the equivalence criterion for THH [3, 2.3.21 the conditions ensure that 
f induces a weak equivalence THH(S&) -+ THH(SYD). As TC(-; p) is a homotopy 
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limit over the fixed point sets 1 THH( - )I’p” , the lemma will follow if we know that 
f induces an equivalence (THH(SE)]cpn -+ ]~XI-I(SD)~‘P” for each n. Recall that 
there is a natural equivalence between limk,, Qk/THH($Sk)]hcP. and the fiber of 
the restriction map ]7’HH(C)]cpn 1 ITIII!Z(&)]c~n-’ (see [7, 2; 4, Lemma 11.21 and 
its proof, which applies equally well in our situation). Hence, the lemma follows by 
induction from the map of fiber sequences 
and the fact that homotopy orbits preserve equivalences. cl 
The resolution theorem. The resolution theorem of [3] 
applications, and we now show how it can be extended. 
is a little too weak for our 
Definition 1.4. We say that a full exact subcategory (E. 2 D is resolving if 
(1) it is closed under extensions, 
(2) any map c ++ c” E (5 which is an admissible epimorphism in a is an admissible 
epimorphism in 6, 
(3) given any object d E obD and finite tuple of endomorphisms 
{ti l Enda(d),O<i<k}, 
there exist commuting diagrams 
SI 
c-c 
f O<i<k, 
with f an admissible epimorphism and c E obK 
Note that the condition (3) is automatically satisfied if for every d E ob9 there exists 
an admissible epimorphism f : c + d with c E ob(S projective in rT). 
Resolution Theorem 1.5. Let (5 C 9 be a resolving subcategory. Let 6, be the full 
subcategory of 3 consisting of objects d for which there exist an exact sequence 
Ott, +c,-1-+... +c~+c~+d-+O 
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in 3 with all the ci E ob&. Set Em = lim + E,,. Then 
TC(S6; p) 21 TC(SQ1; p) N *. . = TC(S6,; p) 
and 
THH(SC) N THH(SCZl) N . . . cx THH(SC.C:,). 
Proof. Consider the pair En C cn+t. The “standard facts” [ 10, pp. 102-l lo] about this 
pair give that it is an inclusion of a resolving subcategory with the additional property 
that if d + c is an admissible monomorphism in (En,+1 with c E ob&, then d E ob&. 
Recall the proof of the resolution theorem in 13, 2.3.31. The projectivity assumption 
listed in the statement is used rather weakly, and the given properties of 6, G &+t are 
custom made to let the proof of [3, 2.3.31 work to prove that S&X(&~) -% S&(&+t) 
for an arbitrary finite pointed set X. Using that K-theory commutes with filtered limits 
we get 
which by the equivalence criterion gives the theorem. 0 
2. Detissage 
In this section we prove the Devissage theorem, and list some immediate corollaries. 
2.1. Proof of the Devissage Theorem 1. For every finite pointed set X, we must show 
that &x(E) c &x(a) fulfill the requirements in Quillen’s Devissage theorem. 
First, &~(a) is abelian. This is true as it obviously is an additive category and 
inherits kernels and cokemels from a. Secondly, the inclusion &x0. + 8xX) is full and 
closed under formation of subobjects, quotient objects and finite products. 
Thirdly, given an object d $ dx in a we have a diagram 
m(d) 
F(d) - d 
giving a finite filtration 
0 = F(F(. . . F(f). . .)) c . ’ . c F(F(f)) cF(f) c f, 
which is a filtration with cokemels in 8x6. q 
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Corollary 2.2. Given any Dedekind domain A, let 2 be the category of finitely 
generated torsion modules and G 2 2 the fill subcategory of semi-simple modules, 
then 
s2TC(SZ; p) 2: QTC(SG; P> - TC(G; P), 
and likewise for THH. 
Proof. The last equivalence follows from the fact that 6 is split exact. For the first 
equivalence we are in the situation where we can apply the Devissage theorem. For 
any object in t E 2 and maximal ideal m consider the map t--f t/m. Only finitely many 
t/m are nonzero, so t + nmEMaxcAj t/m is a well-defined morphism in 2 with target 
in 6. This is functorial, and we let the functor F in the Devissage theorem simply be 
the kernel. 0 
Corollary 2.3. QTHH(SS) N nbEM,,,THH(A/m) (the weak product). 
Proof. This follows from the corollary above as THH respects finite products and 
colimits. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Let A be a Dedekind domain, and assume either that char A # p or 
that A has only ftnitely many maximal ideals. Then 
sZTC(SZ; p$ N n TC(A/m; pL 
mEMax 
(the product actually only has finitely many noncontractible factors). 
Proof. The case where A has only finitely many maximal ideals is clear as TC respects 
finite products. 
So, assume char A # p, and let $., and Gi be the full subcategories of 6 of 
p-torsion and uniquely p-divisible modules. As any module in 6 is of the form 
n~ZOD(A/m~)n,, where mi are distinct maximal ideals, and so each factor is either 
p-torsion or uniquely p-divisible, we get that G = E$ x Gf. Thus, TC(SIz; p) E 
TC(S$; p) x TC(SGi; p). But the fact that each Horn set in S(Zi is uniquely p- 
divisible implies that the homotopy groups of THH(SGi) are uniquely p-divisible, 
and by the argument of Goodwillie in [4, 131 we get that holim -- ITHH(SG~)cp” 1 + 
F(P) 
ITHH(SGi)I is an equivalence, and so after p-completion both spaces vanish. Thus, 
TC(SG;; p,^, Y *. 
As A is a Dedekind domain, there are only finitely many maximal ideals that contain 
PA, and so any element in $, can be uniquely written as a product n,,-MP(A/m)nm 
where Mp is the set of maximal ideals containing PA. Hence 
OTC(SG,,; pc N n TC(A/m; pTp. 
?tlEM, 
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As to the missing factors, we note that they all are contractible as they are 7’C of 
fields of characteristic different from p. 0 
Corollary 2.2 is due to Marcel BSkstedt (my original proof was only for the case 
with countably many maximal ideals). He also pointed out to me that the product in 
Corollary 2.4 might be finite. 
3. On the fundamental theorem 
A version of the fundamental theorem of K-theory states that S;ZK(A[t]) x K(A) 2 
QK(A) x K(NiZ$). It is interesting to investigate to what extent this is true for TC 
and THH. If A is regular and coherent then K(NiZ 9~) Y K(A), and so the statement 
reads K(A[t])zK(A). It was noted in [6] that this formula is false for TC (it is 
trivially false for THH). One could conceive that this failure was due to some nonva- 
nishing TC(NiZgA)), but Theorem 2 rules that out, and TC really is very different from 
K-theory in this respect. 
The vanishing of the Nil terms in K-theory relies on two facts: (1) By Devissage 
K(NiZ(6)) -K(E) if 6 is abelian. (2) Resolutions in a give rise to resolutions in 
NiZ(E), and so the resolution theorem applies to prove that in case A is regular and 
coherent K(NiZ(~~))~K(NiZ(Jt!~))~K(~~)~K(A), where JZ’A is the category of 
finitely presented A-modules. 
The problem with this approach, is that whereas J?‘A have finite projective resolutions, 
the resolutions derived from this in Nil (&?A) are not projective. K-theory cares nothing 
about this, but the resolution theorem for TC and THH is slightly weaker so care is 
needed. In the case where A is a field &A E 9~ and so the Nil-terms must always 
vanish, and this is in accordance with the statements for TC(F,; p) given in [6]. 
We will now show Theorem 2 by handicrafting resolutions in &x(NiZ 6) (following 
Bass [l]) that meet the sharpened version of the resolution theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider 
where p” = 0, and let f : C--H d be an epimorphism with c E ob(S equipped with a map 
s : c -+ cx such that fxs = tf. Let F : cn ++dbegivenbyFoinj=pj-‘f forl<j<n 
(/3’ = id). Let CI : cn + C” be given by ai,j = 6i_i,j for 1 5 i, j 5 n. Note that LX” = 0. 
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Finally, let r~ :c” + (c”)~ = (cx)” be s : c + cx on each coordinate. Then 
31 
commutes. We check the front square 
The other squares are no more difficult. This shows that Nil(K) c Nil(a) satisfy the 
requirements in the resolution theorem, and so TC(S(NiZ(6)); p) N TC(S(Nil(a)); p) 
and likewise for THH. 
So it just remains to prove that the Nil terms vanish for any abelian category. 
But this follows from the Devissage theorem, for let a & NiZ(D) be considered as 
a subcategory under the inclusion d H (d, 0). Let F : Nil(B) + Nil(D) be the endo- 
functor sending an object (d, 8) to (in& /I) and q just the inclusion F 2 1. All the 
quotients are in a, and the filtration is finite, and 
and THH(S(NiZ(3))) 2 THH(SB). 0 
so TC(S(NiZ(D)); p) E TC(SD; p) 
Corollary 3.1. Let A be a regular and coherent 
TC(A ; P 1. 
ring. Then QTC(S(NiZ(%)); p) Y 
It is worthwhile to note that the resolutions in Nil(D) are not projective. For let 
c 5 c E Nil(E) where c is projective in 9. This is not projective in Nil(a) for there 
is no map c --+ c2 splitting the square 
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Localization. Corollary 3.1 shows that we cannot have a “localization sequence” for 
TC(-; p), even if the relevant prime stays noninvertible. More precisely, let A be a 
ring and let S c A be some multiplicatively closed subset of central nonzero divisors. 
Let XAS be the category of A modules P of projective dimension 51 and such that 
S-‘P = 0. Then there is a fibration sequence 
Example 3.2. Let A=Z^,[t] and SC’A=Z^,[t,t-‘1. The localization sequence (*) is 
not a fiber sequence after applying TC to it. 
To see this, note that HesselholJ [6, p. 1Off.l shows-that there is a space, say V(A), 
such that the fiber of TC(A[t]; p), + TC(A[t, t-l]; p), is equivalent to TC(A; p,^p x 
QV(A). Furthermore, he shows that the homotopy groups ni( V(Z^,); Fp) are highly non- 
trivial for 2 5 i I: 2p - 3. But Nil($) + &$h sending (P, f) to coker {P[t] ‘-f P[t]} 
is a well-defined equivalence of categories [5, p. 2631, so TC(SNil(Yf$); p) 1: 
TC(S&$A; p). If A is regular and coherent this shows that f2TC(SX’$,; p)z 
sZTC(S9f$; p)? TC(A; p), and, in particular, that s2TC(Sd!’ ; p,^p is not equiva- 
z&l 
lent to the fiber of TC(Z,[t]; p), -+ TC(Z,[t, t-l]; p),. Hesselholt has informed me 
that similar breakdown occurs in characteristic p, e.g. for polynomial rings with many 
variables. 
TC of the projective line. When Grayson proves the fundamental theorem of K-theory 
in [5] he uses localization twice, plus a computation by Quillen of the K-theory of the 
projective line. That is, he considers the map of (localization) fibration sequences 
S NiZ( F& ) - SYx - S%[t-l] 
S Nil(9r) - S%[I] - S%[l,lrL] 
where 9~ C+ %p] l&, r_,l !?$‘I serves as the category of vector bundles on the pro- 
jective line, whose Kitheory Quillen proves is twice K(A). 
It is interesting that the part pertaining to the projective line carries through in our 
setup. 
Proposition 3.3. With the notation above, 
S2TC(S9x; p) 2: TC(A; p) x TC(A; p). 
Proof. Analyzing the proof of Quillen in [lo, pp. 138-1431, we see that the only facts 
about K-theory he uses are additivity for characteristic filtration, and that it commutes 
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with filtered colimits. This is available for THH, yielding equivalences on THH 
between the relevant categories, and by the proof of Lemma 1.3 (no colimits being 
“left outside”) also on TC. •i 
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